
Brent Bird Survey MAY 2016 SUMMARY 

Twenty-four observers, 200 square visits, 76 bird species (including two new to the survey, and one of these a bit 

special!) and 14 butterflies (cf. 27, 213, 77 and six in April). Some absences and late arrivals, and scarcities on 

the moor were probably linked to the continuing cold spring weather, but many species were recorded in more 

squares than in either May 2014 or 2015.  Some notable occurrences and absences are as follows: 

Carrion Crow. For the first time, recorded in all 52 squares in the same month. Perhaps not the best of news for 

some other species. 

Cuckoo and Swift. Like most summer visitors, consolidated their April arrivals by occurring in more squares in 

May, increasing from five to 17 for Cuckoo, and from two to 16 in Swift. 

Garden Warbler, Hobby and Whitethroat. All new arrivals for the year, in nine, six and 13 squares respectively. 

Goldcrest and Mistle Thrush. The most obvious among many species recorded in more squares than in 

previous Mays. For Goldcrest it was 22, cf. nine in 2014 and six in 2015, and for Mistle Thrush 29, cf. 16 in 2014 

and 14 in 2015. 

Kingfisher. After an absence in Apr, several records at one site in May suggested breeding – new for the survey. 

Lammergeier. Not only new to the survey, it was new to Devon and, apart from a sighting a few days earlier in 

Gwent, the British Isles. Had the audacity to fly over at least three squares on its brief visit on 16 May, and is so 

far the only Brent bird, and its finder the only Brent Birder, to achieve fame in the local and national media.  

Marsh Harrier. New to the survey. One over the village on 15 May. 

[Redstart, Lesser Redpoll and Spotted Flycatcher. Still no sign of these species by the end of May, which 

have all occurred in May, and for Redstart and Lesser Redpoll in April, in previous years. Also no Grasshopper 

Warblers after first appearing in April.] 

Red Kite. For three years in succession there have been May records in the parish, but only one bird this year 

was surprising in view of the numbers recorded elsewhere in Devon. 

Rook. Leapt to 19 squares, highest of the year so far, from the low of 12 in March and April, and included a high 

count of 80 adults and newly fledged juveniles feeding in a cut silage field. 

Skylark. Recorded in 36 squares, the highest of the year, and higher than in previous Mays. This does not reflect 

the very low numbers, and scarcity of song, on the moor, presumably as a result of the cold weather. 

Snipe. Back up to five squares from only one in April, as in May 2015, but with little sign of the bleating and 

chipping sounds that suggested breeding at several sites last year. 

Tufted Duck. After the arrival of a pair in April, new for the survey, two pairs were at the same site in May, and a 

pair was also reported from a second site, suggesting that these were natural arrivals, not introduced. 

Wheatear. In 12 squares, which unlike most summer visitors, was fewer than in April or in previous Mays. 

Yellowhammer. Recorded in 16 squares, a little more than in previous Mays, but this year, much more evident 

off the moor, in both central and south zones, and less so on it. A flock of 13 on an arable field would not 

normally be expected in late May, and perhaps reflected a retreat from the chilly moor. 

Non-birds.  Records were submitted by 12 observers. All six butterfly species recorded in April, remained into 
May, and were joined by eight others new for the year: Common Blue (4 squares), Green Hairstreak (4), 
Green-veined White (12), Holly Blue (2), Large White (6), Painted Lady (1) and Wall (3). The whites, Orange-
tip (in 20 squares, the most widespread), Green-veined, Large and Small Whites all occurred in more squares 
than in 2015, and unidentified whites in fewer, so perhaps identification has improved. The main decrease was in 
Holly Blues, from seven to two squares. The usual amphibians and reptiles were reported, and still no snakes. 
Among the mammals there were no Stoats or Weasels, and Roe Deer sightings plummeted from 10 squares in 
April to only four, but Brown Hare was recorded in three squares, bringing the year total to six for this species. 
 

CONTRIBUTORS.  Thanks to the following for contributing records: Margaret & Philip Andrade, Dave Ayres, 

Eileen Blockly, John & Sylvia Caddick, Phil & Sue Dean, Noel Goodey, Mike & Jan Goss, Laurette Guest, 

Clare Guthrie, Sylvia & Peter Hamilton, Helen Harvey, Paul & Barbara Heatley, Gill Honey, Steve Hopper, 

Ann & Tim Ley, George Link, John Luscombe, Dave MacDiarmid, Jonathan Nicholson, Dave & Kate 

Pakes, Jane Pickard, Adrian & Gaynor Platt, Gordon Raymont, Peter Reay & Lesley Austin, Tony Rose, 

Robert Savery, Val Stanley, Barrie Whitehall and Julia & Robin Willoughby.                            PR 16/06/2016 


